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Pandemic Heroes
Standing Up for Mental Health
Almost immediately following the World Health Organization’s declaration of 
a global pandemic on March 11, 2020, Canadians across the country became 
committed to keeping each other safe from COVID-19.

As the days and months passed, the potential impact of the pandemic on the 
mental health of Canadians became a growing concern.

In true Canadian spirit, individuals, businesses, and communities found creative 
and meaningful ways to support the mental health needs of their friends, 
neighbours and family members.

Whether it was an employer introducing virtual services to support the mental 
health needs of its employees, businesses making donations to support those 
working on the front lines, or a young person organizing the creation of a 
rock garden to the raise the spirits of our healthcare heroes, there are multiple 
examples of Canadians finding ways to lift each other up during the pandemic.

We know there are countless examples of Canadians supporting their 
communities and promoting mental health. 

Created in partnership with Ontario Shores Centre for Mental Health Sciences 
(Ontario Shores), the Canadian Mental Health Association (CMHA) and the 
Mental Health Commission of Canada (MHCC), the Pandemic Heroes – Standing 
Up for Mental Health awards campaign is a celebration of Canada’s collective 
commitment to mental health.
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Your Host Silken Laumann
Olympic Rower and Mental Health Advocate
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Your Host Silken Laumann
Olympic Rower and Mental Health Advocate
Four-time Olympian Silken Laumann is one of Canada’s most inspirational leaders, 
a bestselling author, and a highly recognizable and beloved athlete. As an elite 
athlete, writer, and life coach, Silken has worked with individuals and team to 
help them reach their potential. Inspiring, funny, thought-provoking and always 
down to earth, Silken opens her heart and leaves her audience ready to unlock 
their own potential and aspire to their own greatness. What prevails in Silken is the 
human spirit, the humour to keep learning through the failures, the courage to see 
opportunities within obstacles, and the tenacity to never stop trying to be better.

Silken’s Olympic story is legendary and inspirational. As reigning world champion, 
Silken fought back from a devastating rowing accident to win a bronze medal 
in the 1992 Summer Olympics in Barcelona. Her stunning 10-week recovery and 
her courage in the face of almost insurmountable obstacles endeared her in the 
hearts of Canadians. Silken was inducted into the Canadian Sports Hall of Fame 
in 1998, having won three Olympic medals and four World Championships. She is 
also the two-time winner of the Canadian Female Athlete of the Year award and 
recipient of the Lou Marsh award in 1992, as Canada’s top athlete.  Although her 
competitive rowing career ended in 1999, her ability to inspire continues.

Silken is authentic and honest about her life journey. In her memoir, Unsinkable, 
Silken shines a spotlight on all the obstacles she has encountered—and overcome. 
Silken speaks candidly about her athletic success and triumph over physical 
adversity, but also the intense personal challenges of her past and the fierce 
determination she applies to live a bold, loving and successful life today. Silken 
is also passionate about mental health and normalizing this conversation to help 
end the stigma to support others through their journey of recovery.

Silken has learned to approach each day with energy and optimism while 
continuing to dream big. She has used her notoriety to raise money and 
awareness for a variety of initiatives, including GoodLife Kids Foundation as their 
Kids Champion, raising funds to support national, provincial and local programs 
that provide sustainable physical activity opportunities for kids ages 4–14; Right 
To Play International, an organization that brings sport and play to the most 
disadvantaged children in the world; and WE Day, a celebration of youth making a 
difference in their local and global communities.

In 2015, Silken received a Star on Canada’s Walk of Fame.

Today, Silken is passionate about sharing her experiences and empowering others 
to rise to their potential and live their happiest and healthiest lives.
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Agenda
5:00 p.m. Reception in the Palm Court 
• Performance by country singer/songwriter Alli Walker

6:00 p.m. Gala in Vanity Fair Ballroom
• Welcome
• Opening Remarks
• Dinner

Celebration of Nominees

Presentation of Awards
• Bell Let’s Talk Community Leader
• Caring Partner
• Essential Service Employer
• Healthcare Hero
• Inspiring Youth

Closing Remarks
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Award Recipient Categories
Bell Let’s Talk Community Leader Award
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Award Recipient Categories
Bell Let’s Talk Community Leader Award
Individuals aged 19 or older who positively impacted the mental health of their 
community

The Stratas Foundation
Guelph, Ont.

As their community remained in isolation during the early months of the 
pandemic, The Stratas Foundation created a virtual Wellness Walk to inspire safe, 
mindful, and socially distanced physical activity. Hundreds of donors supported 
the virtual event, which culminated in 4,336 km walked over two weeks and 
$12,410 raised.

A volunteer-run registered non-profit organization, the Stratas Foundation funds 
mental health research and promotes mental health literacy in Canada. 

The pandemic presented unique challenges for many. Research shows that 
prolonged social isolation and physical inactivity are detrimental to mental health. 
While regular routines were largely disrupted, Canadians identified outdoor 
physical activity as a safe alternative. Among Canadians surveyed, those that 
pivoted towards outdoor activities reported improved abilities to cope with 
pandemic-associated stress. However, pre-pandemic attitudinal, knowledge-
based, and motivational barriers remain among the general population. 

In light of this, The Stratas Foundation launched a virtual Wellness Walk to inspire 
safe, mindful, and socially distanced physical activity. Between May 3 and 17, 2020, 
The Stratas Foundation motivated 87 participants to create fundraising campaigns 
for Canadian mental health research. Hundreds of donors supported participants’ 
campaigns, culminating in a total of 4,336 km walked over two weeks and $12,410 
raised. In addition to engaging in physical activity, participants’ contributions 
created mental health research grants to help build healthier communities in the 
future. These were awarded this fall in its third nationwide application period. To 
date, The Stratas Foundation has awarded over $23,500 in such scholarships to 
Canadian researchers.
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Caring Partner Award
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Caring Partner Award
A private business that went above and beyond to support essential service 
workers

Durham Children’s Aid Foundation
Oshawa, Ont.

When the pandemic hit, the Durham Children’s Aid Foundation pivoted from 
its fundraising objectives to provide children, youth and families with food and 
clothing before transitioning to laptops and cell phones to support online learning 
and work from home mandates.

They immediately recognized the devastating impact the pandemic could have 
on marginalized families coping with physical, mental, emotional and financial 
challenges. 

The Foundation partnered with Durham CAS to acquire food and delivery of more 
than 4,000 packages of food and personal care products. 

Another immediate need was technology. When in-person family access visits for 
CAS families were suspended by the courts for several weeks at the start of the 
pandemic, the Foundation helped fill that need. They quickly acquired laptops, cell 
phones and cell phone plans to ensure that visits went ahead, even if virtual. These 
family connections were integral to supporting the mental health and wellbeing 
of those families. 

The Foundation also ensured that the technology needs of school-age children 
and youth were met. During the pandemic, they supplied more than 60 phones 
and 90 computers as well as personal protective equipment to support the 
learning needs of families and youth.
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Essential Service Employer Award
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Essential Service Employer Award
Business or organization which supported the mental health needs of their 
essential service employees

Ontario Power Generation (OPG)
Toronto, Ont.

From the outset of the pandemic, OPG focused on the delivery of power to 
Ontarians as well as protecting the overall health, safety, and well-being of its 
employees and family members. 

In addition to leveraging existing programs, OPG initiated special programming to 
augment services available to employees and family members.

OPG has made the mental health of its employees a priority during the pandemic. 
With all of the stressors and expectations during a very difficult time, OPG made 
certain that employees had access to resources to support their total wellbeing, 
in particular their mental health. OPG brought employees access to virtual 
healthcare. 

Since March 2020, OPG employees had over 4,790 consultations with a virtual 
doctor that resulted in over 3,266 prescriptions ordered, over 500 lab requisitions 
and over 100 special referrals. This service brought a lot of peace of mind to many 
employees. OPG continued to offer employees Mental Health First Aid training, 
and now has over 3,000 employees certified to aid their peers. 

During the pandemic, OPG partnered with a specialty mental health hospital to 
bring six Lunch and Learns on a variety of mental health topics, with an emphasis 
on coping and resiliency skills and strategies on how to reduce stress and stay 
healthy. These webinars were well attended and recorded for later viewing for a 
period of six months. 

OPG also launched a Mental Health PPE strategy to demonstrate its commitment 
to work-life balance. Additionally, OPG participated in a mental health marathon 
with Life Speak where employees and their families could tune in to different 
topics throughout the day and ask an expert any question that was top of mind. 
The organization similarly partnered with its local Canadian Mental Health 
Association (CMHA) and provided training on Tolerance in Uncertainty. 

During this time, OPG continued to support employees through disability 
management. While the organization saw an increase in access to mental health 
resources, which was higher than the industry average, its Short-Term Disability 
claims for mental health continue to be considerably lower than industry 
standards.
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Healthcare Hero Award
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Healthcare Hero Award
Individual or team who enhanced the mental health of colleagues, patients and/or 
community members while continuing to provide direct patient care

Dan Moulton and Laurie Reed
Health Sciences North
Sudbury, Ont.

Dan Moulton is the chaplain and Laurie Reed is the social worker in the ICU at 
Health Sciences North (HSN) the acute care hospital in Sudbury, Ont.

During the third wave of COVID-19, HSN’s ICU admitted numerous critical 
patients from its own catchment area and from overcapacity ICUs in southern 
Ontario, smaller hospital ICU’s in northern Ontario, Timmins, Thunder Bay and 
even Manitoba. The HSN ICU was also ready and willing to support patients from 
Kashechewan First Nation during a frightening outbreak that overwhelmed the 
remote community. 

Dan and Laurie worked together to support patients and families mentally, 
emotionally, spiritually and culturally in the midst of heartbreaking grief and loss 
while pandemic restrictions increased isolation and despair. 

Laurie and Dan recognized the additional trauma experienced by these patients 
acute and isolated, and supported them emotionally and spiritually right to the 
edge of their capacity, always conscious of the safety of their colleagues and loved 
ones. Using FaceTime and other technology they did their best to connect families 
with their loved ones whether they were standing outside an isolation room or 
separated by cities or provinces. They also supported their colleagues and talked 
to them about the grief, fear and moral distress they were experiencing as front-
line workers who felt helpless at times. 

Dan and Laurie improved the mental health patients, families and staff by quickly 
recognizing how they needed to respond and using technology, ingenuity 
and courage to improve communication and support in this ever-evolving and 
frightening crisis.
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Inspiring Youth Award
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Inspiring Youth Award 
Individual aged 18 or younger who positively impacted the mental health of their 
community

Mégane Jacques
Children First Canada
Trois-Rivières, PQ

Mégane is a young woman who is passionate about making Canada a better place.

An aspiring doctor, who volunteers with Red Cross as a First Aid Responder, 
she works at a pharmacy, and currently sits as the Chair of the Youth Advisory 
Committee for Children First Canada. During the pandemic, she has spoken up 
about how COVID-19 has impacted the mental health of young people in Canada. 
She has participated as a young person aligning herself with #CodePINK, an 
awareness campaign to push for the federal and provincial governments to create 
a plan that focuses on supporting children through the pandemic. 

She has also worked diligently to support the Young Canadians’ Parliament 
sessions both on the advisory committee and as a facilitator for conversations on 
children’s mental health, which is a topic that is close to her heart and close to 
home. 

Beyond her passion to ensure young people grow up with the best mental health 
possible, she is completing her high school diploma among countless other 
activities. Mégane continues to be a strong advocate in raising her voice to remind 
others that the mental health of young people must be addressed in the plans to 
address the pandemic.
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Lee Kellogg 
Three Birds Art Therapy
Warkworth, Ont.

New Path Youth and Family Services 
Barrie, Ont.

Stephanie Skopyk
CMHA Durham
Oshawa, Ont.

Angela Vandommele
Ways to Wellbeing
Cambridge, Ont.

Shane Saltzman
Trafalgar Residence
Toronto, Ont.

Melanie Landry and Karla Ghartey 
S.T.O.P Society
Sudbury, Ont.

Dr. Winnie Lee
Cambridge Memorial Hospital
Cambridge, Ont.

Precautionary Geriatric Unit
Ontario Shores Centre for Mental Health 
Sciences
Whitby, Ont.

Jean-Nicolas Ouellet et Léonie Jalbert
Centre d’activités pour le maintien de 
l’équilibre émotionnel 
Montreal, PQ

Luqman Arab
Ontario Shores Centre for Mental Health 
Sciences
Whitby, Ont.

High Priority Community Strategy 
Teams 
Peel Region
Brampton, Ont.

Pandemic Heroes Nominees
Brian Chang
Centre for Addiction and Mental Health
Toronto, Ont.

Vaccine Clinic Team
Centre for Addiction and Mental Health
Toronto, Ont.

Sandie Sidsworth
Enrichment Centre for Mental Health
Belleville, Ont.

Bryan Krasovskis
Sobeys
Niagara Falls, Ont.

Sheri Grundy 
Art with a Heart
Whitby, Ont.

A.J. Wood
CMHA Alberta
Anzac, Alberta

Peter Sealy
Lawrence Heights Tenants Association
Toronto, Ont.

Nick Petrella
CMHA Hamilton
Hamilton, Ont.

Elizabeth McKeeman
New Path Youth and Family Services
Barrie, Ont.

Daniela Rodrigues and Sue Driver
Royal LePage Frank Real Estate
Whitby, Ont.

Laura Mulrooney
Julien’s Bakery
Chester, Nova Scotia

Alexandre Pound
Printdemic
Ottawa, Ont.
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Thank you to our Sponsors

Award Sponsor

Bold Sponsors
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Partner Organizations



pandemicheroes.ca     |     info@pandemicheroes.ca


